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 r3d and lighting renderers and the newest game engine in the Counter-Strike series, Counter-Strike: Source will create the most
realistic graphics ever possible in a first person shooter. Features:- - New Game Engine - The most advanced technology to date
brings high-resolution models, lighting, shaders, environment maps, shadows, reflections and refraction effects to the field of

battle. - Advanced Physics and Rendering - The engine uses a ray-tracing system to provide the most realistic and lifelike visuals
in a first person shooter. - Dynamic Weapon Variation - Each weapon has its own unique look and feel, and each weapon's look
and feel can be dynamically changed on the fly using a unique technology called weapon models. Weapon models are true 3D

objects that can be attached to a weapon and moved to precisely duplicate the weapon's original appearance. - Maps - 50 unique
maps are included with Counter-Strike: Source, each with its own distinct characteristics and layout. - New maps - The 'Marina'
map is designed to have an almost realistic feel, with streets, buildings, and walkways. - Realism - The new 'no-crosshair' model

will make each player feel like they are really in the action, even if they are using a mouse and keyboard. - Teamplay - New
'Counter-Terrorist' mode puts the focus on the Counter-Terrorist team, and the new 'Attack-Defend' mode adds even more

tactical depth and a strategic element to each team's actions. - In game options - Adjust the graphics to best suit your needs, or
use the in-game options to change the levels of control you have over the game settings. System Requirements:Windows XP or

higherWindows XP or higher DirectX® DirectX® 8 3.5 GHz or faster PC CPU 1 GB RAM Installation: Download the installer
from the link below, and run the installer from the download folder. NOTE: Please download the installer with the newest

version of the game. Before you install the game, make sure you have the latest software update installed on your computer. If
you run into problems after you run the installer, try the following: 1. Make sure the DVD drive in your computer is the right

type. 2. Go to the game's folder you download it to 82157476af
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